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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Happy Mother's Day! Why Trump! The CNN Trump campaign 4 
ad, trouble at Twitter, the Biden crime family corruption scandal, 5 
Reparations in CA and racial harmony; the collapse of biblical 6 
culture in church: modesty, family values like honesty, humility, 7 
value for work, positive ambition, fierceness in defending the right 8 
and kindness toward all. 9 
Hey! It's time for your Brain Massage®! 10 
[TRUTH] 11 
Happy Mother's Day! Lighthouse Baptist Church is celebrating 12 
Mothers this Sunday. You have not lived until you've attended a 13 
Lighthouse Mother's Day! Haha! But really — come on out to hear 14 
one of the most exciting messages on the importance of 15 
motherhood ever. What Mom did GOD pick to elevate to the 16 
status of BLESSED ABOVE WOMEN? Oh, that's easy, you say! 17 
That would be Jesus' mother! Wrong! Come to the Lighthouse this 18 
Sunday, May 14, 10:45 and find out. 19 
Why Trump! I understand Bongino is taking some heat from 20 
listeners because he is endorsing Trump and not DeSantis. I'm with 21 
Bongino on this! Absolutely, it's Trump!  22 
The CNN Trump campaign ad. Did you see it? It's a, uh, what do 23 
they call something that is outrageously fun — a hoot! (Not sure 24 
why; do you know? It's a sound transcribed into a word 25 
phonetically and is used as a noun to identify the sound an owl 26 
makes, replicated in some musical instruments. Yet it's also used to 27 
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identify a raucous sound made by a horn, or a steam whistle. 28 
Anyway, no more time for this —.) 29 
Did you catch the CNN interview? Kaitlan Collins, for CNN, 30 
conducted the interview. It happened in New Hampshire.  31 
The audience was comprised of Republicans and undeclared voters 32 
who plan to vote in 2024. 33 
I think they thought they had Trump on the ropes — but he 34 
bobbed around their punches like Muhammed Ali standing in the 35 
corner of the ring, taunting Michael Dokes' and slipping 21 36 
punches in 10 seconds—couldn't get a glove on that pretty face.  37 
Trump dropped CNN like Foreman dropped Michael Moorer in 38 
1994 — and that was a major come back situation too — ten years 39 
after Ali outlasted the power puncher — Yeah, I think CNN 40 
thought they’d get a Phantom Punch and Trump would go down 41 
like Sonny Liston in the rematch with Cassius—but instead they 42 
got COME BACK GEORGE! 43 
I can’t find this video anywhere — CNN is so embarrassed by it, 44 
they are going bury this deeper than the JFK assassination 45 
documents—this thing is hidden better than the Lost Ark, it's 46 
whereabouts more secret than the identity of the man in the iron 47 
mask, the location of Genghis Khan's tomb, the graves of Antony 48 
and Cleopatra, the identity of Jack the Ripper, the Lost Island of 49 
Atlantis, the secret of how Tutankahmun died; CNN will keep the 50 
secret more closely than the greatest mystery in modern history:— 51 
the original recipe for Kentucky Fried Chicken! 52 
What do you make of this? CNN invites the lion into their chicken 53 
coop. Trump said they made him a deal he could not refuse. No 54 
kidding! The audience was packed with Trump voters, and Kaitlyn 55 
was throwing raw meat at Trump. Of course, she thought she was 56 
baiting him into embarrassing himself — but he literally devoured 57 
every question and — some one said this was over at Hello! He 58 
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commanded the stage, the conversation, turned every attack on 59 
him into a decisive win for him. His counter punches were so spot 60 
on, that silly lady could do little more than blink while she counted 61 
the little birdies floating around her head. 62 
Why should we continue supporting Trump even though courts 63 
have routinely dropped outrageous verdicts against him? You 64 
heard his answer on this, right? The righteous is bold as a lion — 65 
his boldness in charging against this woman's story speaks volumes 66 
— look, he set it up beautifully. Her story — Trump walks into 67 
some store, they meet, and chemistry fires, this is her story, and she 68 
goes with him into a dressing room to get it on! Really? Trump 69 
asks, what kind of woman meets a man in a store and ends up in 70 
the dressing room with him in what ten minutes? I feel bad for her 71 
husband. And it just went on like that throughout the CNN town 72 
hall. 73 
In order to take these allegations seriously, you have to trust the 74 
courts, the FBI, the New York DA, Washington DC judges — who 75 
trusts the DOJ today? Oh, and a woman whose testimony is that 76 
she got all excited when meeting Trump and within a few minutes 77 
had him in a dressing room. Trump says, I don't know this woman. 78 
But I learned about the name of her dog, or cat — vagina! Who 79 
names their pet that? So you see what I mean! No one living on this 80 
planet today is buying the left's character assassination of TRUMP, 81 
he has survived it all and at this point, we are simply not listening 82 
anymore. Okay! Six years of Russia, Russia, Russia, fake dossier, 83 
baseless impeachment 1 and 2, and the man is still standing—and 84 
looking better and stronger than ever! 85 
With all he did for this country during the most outrageous 86 
ongoing, I mean unrelenting political coup attempt marshaling all 87 
the powers of media, weaponizing the CIA, the DOJ, with its FBI 88 
— and the courts — and yet through all of that, he gave us the best 89 
economy ever, the most secure borders ever, the greatest advances 90 
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in peace in the middle east ever, and a full term without going to 91 
war, and the most effective use of the American Sword of justice 92 
abroad ever — sent Mr. Soleimani to his reward! No wars! Moved 93 
the US Israeli embassy to Jerusalem. Look—this man can get it 94 
done. Besides all that, WE TOTALLY OWE IT TO JUSTICE AND 95 
WHAT IS RIGHT.  96 
Anyway, here is my take on the CNN Trump campaign ad: their 97 
ratings are tanking — I mean, seriously folks, with all their 98 
coverage, it's pathetic! They had ratings up there with FOXes the 99 
FIVE for the first time since, swell, actually, since ever. Also, I 100 
think they thought they had Trump cornered where they could 101 
actually make him look bad to his own crowd. They know in order 102 
to beat him, they are going to have to find a way to put a wedge 103 
between him and his base. They are so desperate; they actually 104 
hoped he would provide at least one take out from the Town Hall 105 
they could use to hammer him. But also, I think they want to 106 
reconnect with Trump's base going into this election cycle — they 107 
want access to his audience. 108 
One guy complained at CNN for giving Trump their audience — 109 
you've go to be kidding me! What audience? Oh no! This was 110 
about getting access to Trump's audience. 111 
Thanks to Pastor Jerry Cook, for sending that video to me, 112 
otherwise, I would not have been able to see it. By the way, Pastor 113 
Cook has an awesome radio show, Politics & the Pulpit airs on 114 
Wednesdays, I think it goes live at 2 PM, on The Hometown 115 
Station.com (AM 1220 and FM 98.1.). 116 
Anderson Cooper is furious and telling viewers they would be right 117 
to no longer tune in to CNN. I think it's backfiring on them, like 118 
everything else they try to do to take Trump out. 119 
Trouble at Twitter: Elon has decided to concentrate on providing 120 
ethical guidance for his Twitter company but turn the operation 121 
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over to a new CEO. Many are concerned about his pick: former 122 
NBCUniversal add chief, Linda Yaccarino.  123 
Bongino played a video/audio clip of her speaking to what 124 
appeared to be a board meeting, or some team meeting, or maybe 125 
some clients —  I did not see the video but, but I heard the audio. 126 
Yaccarino was explaining her intention to double down on efforts 127 
to expand on progress they've made toward advancing inclusivity 128 
— and some other wokeist jargon! Bongino is very concerned that 129 
Elon is making a huge mistake. Maybe! 130 
Then we learn she holds a chair in the World Economic Forum 131 
operation — I understand she guides, or is involved in their 132 
advertising. Yikes! 133 
So, I'm looking at her Twitter page and the first thing I notice is a 134 
notice that "You're unable to view this Tweet because this account 135 
owner limits who can view their Tweets."1 But, I'm looking at the 136 
Tweet — at least I'm looking at a Tweet tagged with this message? 137 
What does the Tweet that I can't see say? "If we abandon our 138 
history, how can our children learn from it? How can we teach 139 
them to be curious and invite them into productive discussion and 140 
debate? Can we really raise them to be independent and innovative 141 
thinkers?" Hmm. Nothing to disagree with there. 142 
I scrolled through her Tweets and it's mostly benign. It does not 143 
appear to be woke driven. Here is another where she is 144 
interviewing Elon and then Tweeted: "We can all agree … this 145 
freedom of speech, deserves a bit more reach." Hmm! Do we have a 146 
liberal here who still believes in free speech? 147 
So, in my opinion, the jury is still out on this! The Bongino cut is 148 
disturbing, but I can't find it in order to get a fuller contextual 149 
setting! 150 

                                     
1 933.34.3-(20) Linda Yaccarino (@lindayacc) _ Twitter https-//twitter.com/lindayacc 
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But you've heard me speak to the fact that Satan always tries to join 151 
you while he is setting you up for destruction! The Bible speaks of 152 
those that "crept in unawares."2 Remember, a full blown witch, a 153 
sorceress, tried to land the "advertising exec" job with the Apostle 154 
Paul — really! Read about it in Acts 16:16-19. She ended up losing 155 
her powers when Paul cast out the devil that possessed her. That 156 
was bad for the business of those that used her, and it brought 157 
some problems for Paul. Hey, don't forget, after Satan tried and 158 
failed to have Christ killed as a baby in Bethlehem, later, he 159 
attempted to negotiate a settlement — he offered to hand over to 160 
Jesus what He came for — the kingdom of man, held by Satan 161 
under the power of death — yeah, did you know Satan once held 162 
the "power of death"? Read Hebrews 2:14. What? You want me to 163 
read it? Sure — it's telling us that Jesus took on flesh and blood, 164 
speaking of the incarnation, "that through death he might destroy 165 
him that had the power of death, that is, the devil." So the Devil 166 
had, past tense, the power of death, by which he held the kingdoms 167 
of this world in his power — read Matthew 4:8-9, and Luke 4:5-7. 168 
Anyway, the point is, it's a basic strategy of Satan to first attempt to 169 
destroy you outright, and if he can't get to you because GOD's 170 
hedge is too strong, his next angel is to attempt to join you! So, 171 
watch out Elon! 172 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back. 173 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 174 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 175 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 176 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 177 
liberty. 178 
Happy Mother's Day! Lighthouse Baptist Church is celebrating 179 
Mothers this Sunday. You have not lived until you've attended a 180 

                                     
2 Jude 4 
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Lighthouse Mother's Day! Haha! But really — come on out to hear 181 
one of the most exciting messages on the importance of 182 
motherhood ever. What Mom did GOD pick to elevate to the 183 
status of BLESSED ABOVE WOMEN? Oh, that's easy, you say! 184 
That would be Jesus' mother! Wrong! Come to the Lighthouse this 185 
Sunday, May 14, 10:45 and find out. 186 
The Biden crime family corruption scandal: Senators Grassley and 187 
Comer received "legally protected and highly credible unclassified 188 
whistleblower disclosures" that the FBI is sitting on a document 189 
created or modified in June of 2020, that proves, with smoking gun 190 
type proof, that Biden was on the take from foreign nationals and 191 
the FBI buried it. Grassley and Comer demanded the documents 192 
be turned over to their committee investigating this matter, and 193 
wanted a report on what the FBI did about this. Instead, the FBI 194 
sent a six-page letter raising several objections and concerns 195 
regarding the committee's request.3 4 They are playing games, as 196 
usual — the information is "incomplete" and "must protect 197 
sources" —” so we know the file exists, and we know the FBI is 198 
stonewalling. This is tantamount to admission the Biden family is 199 
involved in influence peddling schemes and taking big money, 10 200 
millions and more, from foreign nationals. It's a massive cover up.  201 
But we are not talking about that right now; we are talking about 202 
the CNN Trump ad. 203 
Tyrus, the big guy on Guttfield's show, he is sharp, made a very 204 
astute observation, one I did not notice anyone else bring up. It is 205 
interesting that the news breaking out on the Biden Crime Family 206 
operation is reaching critical mass—some new evidence released by 207 
Comer tightens the noose around not only Hunter's neck, but the 208 

                                     
3 933.31.6-FBI refuses to give Congress informant file alleging Biden took bribes https-//nypost.com/2023/05/10/fbi-refuses-to-give-
congress-informant-file-alleging-biden-took-bribes/ 
4 933.31.7-FBI refuses to turn over unclassified informant report that alleges Biden accepted bribes from foreign national - TheBlaze 
https-//www.theblaze.com/news/fbi-refuses-to-turn-over-unclassified-informant-report-that-alleges-biden-accepted-bribes-from-
foreign-national 
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Big Guy too!5 You know who the "big guy" is, right? A business 209 
partner from inside the Biden influence peddling enterprise, 210 
named Tony Bobulinski, told us is Joe Biden, and that he was 211 
getting a 10% share in the influence peddling scheme?6 See also 7 —212 
! But what are we talking about? — The CNN meltdown over 213 
Trump schooling the schoolgirl. But, as it happens consistently — 214 
every time the wicked dig a pit for the righteous, they fall in. That's 215 
a biblical principle—read about it in Proverbs 26:27; 28:10; 216 
Ecclesiastes 10:8. And, here is another example: never forget that 217 
wicked Haman was hanged on the very gallows he had built to kill 218 
a righteous man.  219 
Hey, what's with the Reparations in CA and racial harmony. I'm 220 
getting short on my time here, and I've addressed the issue of 221 
reparations before. You can go to my website — brainmassage.net, 222 
search reparations, and you'll be treated to some great insight into 223 
this issue. First, it's unjust to hold the children accountable for the 224 
sins of their fathers. Ezekiel 18, read the entire chapter — this was a 225 
grievous error in Israel just before they were destroyed: read the 226 
entire chapter, but here is one verse that summarizes God's 227 
position on this — "The son shall not bear the iniquity of the 228 
father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son: the 229 
righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the 230 
wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him."8 It is unjust to fine 231 
people who never owned slaves to pay people who were never 232 
slaves because the fathers of some people own slaves, and the 233 
fathers of some people were slaves. 234 
                                     
5 933.31.4-Biden's Corruption Exposed https-//oversight.house.gov/release/comer-reveals-new-evidence-in-biden-familys-influence-
peddling-schemes%ef%bf%bc/ 
6 933.31.5-Hunter’s ex-partner Tony Bobulinski_ Joe Biden’s a liar and here’s proof https-//nypost.com/2020/10/22/hunter-ex-
partner-tony-bobulinski-calls-joe-biden-a-liar/ 
7 933.31.1-BIDEN FBI file links Joe Biden to 'criminal scheme' per whistleblower — Comer subpoenas https-
//nypost.com/2023/05/03/fbi-file-links-joe-biden-to-criminal-scheme-per-whistleblower-comer-subpoenas/ 

933.31.2-BIDEN Influence Peddling as VP https://nypost.com/2023/05/03/fbi-file-links-joe-biden-to-criminal-scheme-per-
whistleblower-comer-subpoenas/ 
933.31.3-Bank-Memorandum-5.10.23.pdf https-//oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Bank-Memorandum-5.10.23.pdf 
8 Ezekiel 18:20 
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I have occasion here to mention Tyrus again — he is a successful 235 
black wrestler — he spoke to this issue a while back and pointed 236 
out that his reparations is paid in full — he got to grow up in 237 
America and enjoy wonderful opportunities so that if he applied 238 
himself, he could enjoy success as a FREE AMERICAN. I thought 239 
that was right on! 240 
But when you actually look into this whole slavery issue, it's 241 
stunning what comes out. A great thinker, a brilliant man, Thomas 242 
Sowell, speaks to this stuff often. I heard an interview in which he 243 
point out that he has a book case, and entire book case dedicated to 244 
books on slavery. He said, the sad fact is slavery has been a 245 
universal institution for thousands of years. And yet, with 246 
reparations in the US, we are looking at it in one country, with one 247 
people — and that's not right! He is an expert on this subject, he 248 
said Western Europe is the ONLY PLACE IN THE WORLD 249 
WHERE THERE IS NO SLAVERY. And yet, that's the place these 250 
wicked people attack on this all the time. Sowell said, "The number 251 
of whites who were enslaved by the Barbary pirates in North Africa 252 
exceeded the number of Africans enslaved in the United States and 253 
in the American colonies before that—put together. But nobody is 254 
going to North Africa to ask for reparations, because nobody is 255 
going to be fool enough to give it to them.” 256 
So, where are my reparations? Where are yours? This is nonsense, 257 
and Sowell said it's intentionally stupid. And insulting! It suggests 258 
that the problems we see in some black neighborhoods and some 259 
demographics are under the control of White America. It's all until 260 
white people do something there is nothing we can do. It's a dodge 261 
from responsibility. He points out that the problem is spiritual; it's 262 
moral and cultural. The big racial crisis in America is the moral 263 
free fall collapsing our culture into chaos.  264 
Folks, the truth is Black communities were doing much better 265 
before liberal white guilt started being manipulated into reducing 266 
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these families to dependents. Candace Owens once remarked on 267 
the New Plantation — run by white liberal massas. She was right! 268 
That's what has happened. White liberals, like racist Joe Biden, 269 
Nancy Pelosi, Feinstein, and the rest of them. Hillary and Bill are 270 
the most racist devils in America today. A lot of this started in a 271 
strategy session with Lyndon Banes Johnson, but no time for that 272 
right now. 273 
I intended to move from this point into a discussion about the 274 
collapse of biblical culture in our churches: modesty, family values 275 
like honesty, humility, value for work, positive ambition, fierceness 276 
in defending the right and kindness toward all. I'll be incorporating 277 
this point into my message Sunday and it's an eye opener. Hope 278 
you'll accept my invitation! 279 
Lighthouse Baptist Church is celebrating Mothers this Sunday. You 280 
have not lived until you've attended a Lighthouse Mother's Day! 281 
Haha! But really — come on out to hear one of the most exciting 282 
messages on the importance of motherhood ever. What Mom did 283 
GOD pick to elevate to the status of BLESSED ABOVE WOMEN? 284 
Oh, that's easy, you say! That would be Jesus' mother! Wrong! 285 
Come to the Lighthouse this Sunday, May 14, 10:45 and find out. 286 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 287 
know if you see them.  288 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 289 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 290 
email. 291 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 292 
805.314.2114. 293 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 294 


